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a b s t r a c t
Estimate the richness of a community with accuracy despite differences in sampling effort is a key aspect
to monitoring high diverse ecosystems. We compiled a worldwide multitaxa database, comprising 185
communities, in order to study the relationship between the percentage of species represented by one
individual (singletons) and the intensity of sampling (number of individuals divided by the number of
species sampled). The database was used to empirically adjust a correction factor to improve the performance of non-parametrical estimators under conditions of low sampling effort. The correction factor was
tested on seven estimators (Chao1, Chao2, Jack1, Jack2, ACE, ICE and Bootstrap). The correction factor was
able to reduce the bias of all estimators tested under conditions of undersampling, while converging to
the original uncorrected values at higher intensities. Our ﬁndings led us to recommend the threshold of
20 individuals/species, or less than 21% of singletons, as a minimum sampling effort to produce reliable
richness estimates of high diverse ecosystems using corrected non-parametric estimators. This threshold
rise for 50 individuals/species if non-corrected estimators are used which implies in an economy of 60%
of sampling effort if the correction factor is used.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Species richness is the most frequently used diversity indicator (Feest et al., 2010), and the demand for more accurate richness
estimation grows in parallel with the increased human alteration
of our biosphere (Clarke et al., 2011; Gotelli and Colwell, 2001;
Magurran, 2004). Although species richness alone does not capture
how species interact among themselves and the functional diversity present in the ecosystems (Hooper et al., 2005; Petchey and
Gaston, 2002), it still conveys a basic information about biological communities, which can be combined with other parameters to
produce high quality indicators (Feest, 2006; Feest et al., 2011).
However, researchers face a trade-off between very complete
diversity inventories, which are time and resource consuming, and
briefer ones thought to be more imprecise. Longino et al. (2002)
and Mao and Colwell (2005) stressed the challenges involved in
determining the total richness of a given community, since there is
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an overwhelming presence of rare species in mega-diverse ecosystems.
Using non-parametric richness estimators is a potential tool to
evaluate the completeness of an inventory (Chao, 1984; Colwell
and Coddington, 1994; Smith and van Belle, 1984). Non-parametric
estimators are thought to be less dependent on the rate of collection of unseen species discovery or the shape of the assemblage
distribution (Chao et al., 2009; Palmer, 1990, 1991; Zelmer and
Esch, 1999). However, they demand a minimum sampling effort
to produce reliable estimates (Chao et al., 2009; Chiarucci et al.,
2003).
Coddington et al. (2009) suggested that many inventories of
tropical arthropods suffer from an undersampling bias, strong
enough to impair even the use of richness estimators in order to
assess the real richness of these assemblages. In a large compilation
of tropical arthropod inventories, they also found a signiﬁcant negative relationship between the percentage of species represented
by one individual (singleton) and the sample intensity (abundance
divided by richness). Singletons have an intuitive connection with
inventory completeness, since we expect that the proportions of
singletons should decrease as the sampling effort increases, until
we come close to the “real” proportion of singletons present in a
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community. For instance, Coddington et al. (2009) estimated a true
proportion of 4% singletons by lognormal extrapolation from their
spider assemblage, which originally presented 29% singletons.
Solutions to obtain more reliable richness estimates are either
a dramatic increase in sample effort or the development of better
richness estimators (Chiarucci et al., 2003). Here we proposed that
it is possible to correct classical non-parametric estimators in order
to boost their performance under conditions of undersampling. We
empirically derived this correction using the relationship between
the intensity of sampling and the proportion of singletons found in
a large database of communities we obtained from the literature.

Our correction to improve a non-parametric estimator under
low sampling conditions consists in multiplying the original estimative by 1 plus the proportions of singletons in the sample
elevated by a constant:
(1)

where SestP is the modiﬁed estimate, Sest is the original estimate, P is
the proportion of singletons (singletons/observed species richness)
and z is a constant higher than one. Since the proportions of singletons (P) falls as the sampling effort increases, this basic formula
will improve the performance of the estimator under low sampling
effort but will converge to the original estimate at high sampling
effort conditions.
The constant z in the formula shall mirror the allometric relationship between the proportions of singletons (P) and the intensity
of sampling (I) found in natural assemblages. Assuming that:
P = I −1/z

(2)

the value of the constant z can be empirically derived as
ln I
z=−
ln P

(3)

where ln I is the natural logarithm of the sampling intensity (the
number of individuals divided by the number of species observed in
a given sample) and ln P is the natural logarithm of the proportions
of singletons in the same sample. To estimate the value of z we
used a large compilation of different communities, varying widely
in sampling intensity and taxonomical composition. We found the
average value of z in this database of 185 assemblages to be close
to 2 (2.06 ± 0.73 SD, n = 185), leading us to a general transformation
to correct non-parametric estimators under low sampling effort.
SestP = Sest (1 + P 2 )

2. Methods
2.1. Database of communities
We expanded the Coddington et al. (2009) original compilation of terrestrial arthropod inventories, adding other taxa (tropical
trees, corals and terrestrial vertebrates) to produce a set of 185
datasets where the singletons-richness ratio and the intensity of
sampling (abundance/richness) were calculated (see Appendix S1
in Supporting Information for details).
2.2. Testing the efﬁcacy of the P transformation for Chao1
estimator using data from large plots of tropical forests

1.1. Deriving the estimator correction

SestP = Sest (1 + P z )
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(4)

This correction (called P correction) can also be used to speciesincidence estimators by substituting the proportion of singletons
(species represented by one individual) by the proportions of
uniques (species represented in one sample). The transformation
will increase the estimate (up to 100%) when the proportion of
singletons (or uniques) in the sample is high, but decreases exponentially, converging towards the original estimator value when
the proportion is low.
We also used our database of communities to search for trends
that could indicate the “real” proportions of singletons in well
sampled assemblages and to evaluate the limits that low sample intensities pose to the reliability of non-parametric estimators,
with and without the correction we developed. We tested our P
correction in the most common used non parametric estimators:
Chao1 (Chao, 1984), Chao2 (Chao, 1987), Jackknife1 (Heltshe and
Forrester, 1983), Jackknife2 (Burnham and Overton, 1978), ACE, ICE
(Chao and Lee, 1992), and Bootstrap (Smith and van Belle, 1984).

We used the data from six inventories produced by research
teams belonging to The Center for Tropical Forest Science network
of large forests plots around the world (Condit et al., 2005; CTFS,
2009). We used data from 3 different continents: Africa (Korup Forest, census 1998 and Edoro Forest, census 2000), Americas (BCI,
census 2005 and Luquillo, census 1995) and Asia (Huai Kha Khaeng,
census 1999 and Pasoh, census 1995). For each plot, we obtained
simulated sets of 100 rareﬁed sub-samples with increasing average
intensities (5, 25, 75 and 100 ind/spp.).
We used the classical Chao1 (Chao, 1984) estimator to perform a
series of comparisons between the original Chao1 formula and the
P corrected “Chao1P”. We calculated the average Chao1 estimates
and our corrected Chao1P for each set of rarefaction simulations at
different intensities. Using these estimates, we calculated the bias
and precision of these two estimators using the scaled mean error
(SME) and the coefﬁcient of variation respectively (Walther and
Moore, 2005). Fitting the average estimates from these rarefactions
to power curves, we also inferred the minimum sampling intensity
necessary to estimate 100% and 95% of the original richness.
2.3. Using the database of communities to test the efﬁciency of
Chao1 estimator
We calculated the percentage difference between Chao1 and
Chao1P estimates for the 185 communities in our database. This
difference can be derived from the Chao1P formula (Eq. (2)) as
follows:
DifferenceChao1 vs Chao1P =

 f 2
1
Sobs

× 100

(5)

To check the validity of our rarefactions, we calculated the mean
difference between Chao1 and Chao1P estimates from simulated
intensities of 5, 25, 75 and 100 (obtained from the high intensity forest plots) and compared them with the differences obtained from
our multi-taxa database with similar non-rareﬁed intensities.
2.4. Testing the P correction for Chao 2, Jackknife 1, Jackknife 2,
ACE, ICE and Bootstrap estimators
To test the performance of the P correction for other nonparametrical estimators, besides the Chao 1, we made simulations
using data from BCI tree plot (census 2005) (CTFS, 2009). We created 50 pairs of rareﬁed samples drawn from BCI data with 5 levels
of sampling intensity (5, 25, 50, 75 and 100 ind/spp.). These subsamples were used as an input data for EstimateS 8.2 (Colwell, 2009)
to create the original, uncorrected, estimates using Chao2, Jack1,
Jack2, ACE, ICE and Bootstrap estimators (100 simulations per sample). Using the formula (1) we transformed the original estimates in
their corrected P versions (Chao2P, Jack1P, etc.) and compared the
ability of corrected and uncorrected estimators to estimate 100%
of BCI dataset richness (299 species) using sub-sets with reduced
intensity of sampling (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Abundance (log 10) vs. Rank (log 10) of tree species from BCI utilizing real
data (census 2005, real intensity 697 ind/spp.) and the abundance averages from
100 rarefaction simulations under ﬁve sampling intensities (100, 75, 50, 25 and
5 ind/spp.).

Fig. 2. Scatterplot between percentage sampling intensity (ind/spp.) and percentage of singletons for 185 communities belonging to 4 major taxa (arthropods, corals,
trees and vertebrates). The percentage of singletons falls sharply between 0 and
75 ind/spp., but tends to stabilize around 8% singletons above intensity 100.

3. Results
Our expanded database encompasses 185 communities, ranging from 1 to 1423 ind/spp. in intensity and between 2% and 72%
singletons. The median intensity was 20.3 and the median percentage of singletons 19.2%. The community samples belonged to four
major groups: terrestrial vertebrates (n = 79), terrestrial arthropods (n = 72), corals (n = 22) and trees (n = 12) (see Appendix S1).
The correlation between intensity and percentage of singletons
was very highly signiﬁcant (log-transformed power curve, r = 0.72;
p < 0.0001; Fig. 2). The percentage of singletons tended to decline
as sampling intensity increased, with samples of intensity 5 or less

(n = 23) having an average of 46% singletons (±3% SE), while communities with a sampling intensity of 100 or more (n = 20) had an
average of 8% of singletons (±1% SE) (Fig. 3).
The Chao1P estimator had less bias and precision compared to
Chao1, when tested in rareﬁed sub-samples from six large plots of
trees (Table 1). At higher intensities, both estimators yield very similar results (0.8% on average bias difference at original intensities).
However, at the low intensity of 5 ind/spp., Chao1P outperforms
Chao1 by 17.1% in terms of bias, with an average precision loss of
2.8% compared to Chao1 (Table 1).
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Fig. 3. Average percentage of original richness estimated with uncorrected Chao1 and corrected Chao1P estimators from rariﬁed simulations with different sampling intensity
efforts. At higher intensities, both estimators tend to converge, but Chao1P estimates approaches faster than Chao1 towards 100% of estimation as intensity increased in the
six large plots of trees used in the simulations.
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Table 1
Average bias and loss of precision percent values (100×) for estimates of richness found with the uncorrected Chao1 and the corrected Chao1P using 100 rareﬁed simulations
with different sampling intensities (INT) drawn from six large plots of tropical trees (standard error between parentheses). At lower intensities Chao1P showed a good
trade-off between bias reduction and loss of precision compared to Chao1.

Bias
Average Bias Chao1
Average Bias Chao1P
Bias Chao1P–Bias Chao1
Precision
Avg Precision Loss (A.P.L.) Chao1
Avg Precision Loss (A.P.L.) Chao1P
A.P.L. Chao1P–A.P.L. Chao1

INT 5

INT 25

INT 50

INT 75

INT 100

Real

−32 (±6)
−14 (±5)
−17 (±1)

−11 (±2)
−4 (±2)
−8 (±1)

−4 (±1)
1 (±1)
−5 (±1)

0 (±1)
4 (±2)
−4 (±1)

1 (±1)
4 (±1)
−4 (±1)

7 (±2)
7 (±2)
−1 (±0)

19 (±4)
22 (±4)
−3 (±0)

10 (±3)
12 (±3)
−2 (±0)

10 (±3)
11 (±3)
−1 (±0)

8 (±2)
8 (±2)
0 (±0)

7 (±1)
7 (±1)
0 (±0)
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0.0691

y=0.7673*x
R=0.9945
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R=0.9891
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The estimated richness increased with rarefaction intensities in
a pattern that ﬁts very well to the power curves for both Chao1P
and Chao1 (R2 = 0.99 for Chao1P and 0.98 for Chao1) (Fig. 4). These
curves predict that, on average, Chao1P will estimate 100% of original richness at an intensity of 52.0 ind/spp. (±9.4 SE), while Chao1
will reach 100% at an intensity of 78.7 ind/spp. (±5.5 SE) (Fig. 4). If
we use 95% of original richness instead of 100% as a good approximation of original richness (as proposed by Chao et al. (2009)),
the thresholds change to 20.7 ind/spp. (±5.9 SE) for Chao1P and
50.0 ind/spp. (±9.4 SE) for Chao1.
The difference between the two estimators obtained from the
rarefaction simulations (from tree plots with intensity 261 or more)
showed good agreement with the average difference obtained from
samples of taxa that had low intensity (Fig. 5). For example, on rarefactions to an intensity of 5 the Chao1P estimates were, on average,
17.1% (±1% SE) higher than Chao1 while for the 57 communities (29
of arthropods and 28 of vertebrates) in our database with intensities ranging between zero and 10 (midpoint intensity 5) the average
difference was 17.2% (±2% SE) (Fig. 5).
The P transformation improved the performance of the other
6 non-parametrical estimators (Chao2, Jack1, Jack2, ACE, ICE and
Bootstrap) in similar way it did for Chao1. The transformed estimators produced estimates that were more close to BCI real
richness compared to their untransformed versions under simulated conditions of low sampling effort (9% less biased, in
average, compared to the uncorrected formulas at the intensity of 5 ind/spp.) and converge to the untransformed values as
sampling effort increases (Table 2). The ICE corrected estimator
(“ICEP”) showed the best overall performance, in these simulations, estimating, in average, 83% of BCI real richness at intensity
5 ind/spp. compared to 67% made using its uncorrected version
(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 5. Average differences (SE bars) between Chao1 and Chao1P estimates for rarefactions extracted from high intensity samples compared to differences obtained
from real samples with original low intensities. The pattern of improved estimation
by Chao1P at low intensities followed by convergence at higher intensities is very
similar between rarefaction simulations and real data.

4. Discussion
Our expanded dataset conﬁrmed the trend found by Coddington
et al. (2009) for their arthropod database: the percentage of singletons tends to decrease with an increase in the sampling intensity
in a very consistent way. At lower intensities, one needs to increase
the intensity of sampling by ﬁve-fold in order to halve the frequency of singletons. However, at higher intensities (roughly, above
intensity 100), the frequency of singletons tends to stabilize around
8% (Fig. 2). Given that we have a phylogenetically diverse group
of assemblages present in our database (corals, arthropods, vertebrates and trees), we assume that this pattern is a general one
among communities. Consequently, the value of 8% (±4% SD) is
100

Estimated richness (%)

Fig. 4. Mean richness (SE bars) estimated by Chao1 and Chao1P estimators obtained
from rarefactions of six large plots of tropical trees. The ﬁtted power curves were
used to calculate the minimum intensity necessary to estimate 95% and 100% of original richness. Chao1P crosses these thresholds (95% and 100%) with less sampling
effort than Chao1.
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Fig. 6. Comparative performance between corrected (ICEP) and uncorrected (ICE)
version of the ICE non-parametric richness estimator trying to predict the richness of
BCI 50 ha plot (census 2005, richness = 299, intensity = 697 ind/spp.). The corrected
estimator produced less biased estimates and make better predictions with less
sampling effort.
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Table 2
Biases of six non-parametric richness estimators (ACE, ICE, Chao2, Jacknife 1, Jacknife 2 and Bootstrap), using their original uncorrected formulas and their P corrected
versions, while trying to estimate BCI 50 ha plot richness (299 tree species and intensity sample of 697 individuals/species) using subsamples with low intensity (5 ind/spp.)
and high intensity (100 ind/spp.). The P corrected versions of the estimators produce less biased estimates compared to their uncorrected versions.
Low intensity uncorrected bias
ACE
ICE
Chao2
Jackknife 1
Jackknife 2
Bootstrap
Average (±SD)

34%
26%
44%
41%
41%
46%
39% (±7%)

Low intensity corrected bias
26%
14%
35%
34%
31%
37%
30% (±9%)

probably close to the percentage of singletons expected from most
natural communities after severe undersampling bias is removed.
Since the proportion of singletons has a robust statistical relationship with the degree of undersampling, it can be used to adjust
the results from non-parametrical estimators. Our transformation,
empirically derived from this relationship, was able to reduce the
bias from all the non-parametric estimators tested compared to
their untransformed versions at low sampling intensities, while
both versions converged to very similar values at high intensities.
The accuracy of an estimator is a compromise between the
variation among estimations (precision) and the distance between
the estimated richness and the real richness (bias) (Brose et al.,
2003; Walther and Moore, 2005). For example, at lower intensities
(intensity 5), the corrected Chao1P showed a reasonable trade-off,
losing on average 3% precision, but gaining 17% in bias reduction compared to Chao1. A mean of 17% less bias was found in
both the rarefaction simulations, drawn from high intensity samples, and from non-rariﬁed lower intensity samples (Fig. 5). This
agreement between rareﬁed sub-samples from large tree plots and
other multi-taxa data suggests that the simulations were able to
reproduce realistic patterns in low intensity samples of natural
situations.
Notice that the improvement provided by Chao1P applies not
only to the average values but also to the 95% boundary, which
can be used to produce less conservative richness estimates. For
example, for the BCI dataset rareﬁed at an intensity of 5 ind/spp.,
Chao1P improved both the average estimate (24% less bias) and
the upper 95% estimate (26% less bias) compared to untransformed
Chao1.
The rarefactions, using data from six large plots of trees, also
allows us to predict the minimum intensity necessary for Chao1 and
Chao1P to make estimates close to 100% of original species richness.
According to these simulations, it would be necessary to sample, on
average, 51% more individuals to be able to make an accurate estimation using Chao1 (minimum intensity 78.7 ind/spp.) compared
to Chao1P (minimum intensity 52.0 ind/spp.). A difference of this
magnitude can represent a great economy of time and resources
while estimating the total richness of very diverse communities.
If one uses 95% of the total richness estimated as a more tenable
goal (Chao et al., 2009), the difference in sampling effort between
Chao1P and Chao1 becomes even larger, since our simulations
predict that one would need to sample, on average, 142% more
individuals using Chao1 (minimum intensity 50.0) than for Chao1P
(minimum intensity 20.7) to estimate 95% of a total sample richness. Since we found an increase of only 2% on Chao1P precision loss
compared to Chao1 at intensity 25 (close to the threshold of 20.7
for Chao1P for 95% estimation), the trade-off between loss of precision and gain in economy of sampling effort in order to estimate
95% of total richness appears to be extremely positive.
The other non-parametric estimators tested (Chao2, Jack1,
Jack2, ACE, ICE and Bootstrap) presented the same pattern found
with Chao1 (Fig. 6). The P corrected versions of each estimator
tested produced less biased estimates at low sampling intensities

High intensity uncorrected bias
4%
1%
9%
3%
3%
7%
5% (±1%)

High intensity corrected bias
3%
0%
7%
3%
2%
5%
3% (±1%)

compared to their original formulas while the corrected values converge with the original ones as the intensity of sampling increases.
The corrected version of ICE (ICEP), for example, was able to estimate 95% of BCI plot richness using sub-samples with 50 ind/spp.
of intensity while the uncorrected version of ICE only achieved the
same feat at intensity 100 ind/spp. (Fig. 6), this difference represents an economy of 50% in terms of sampling effort.
Consequently, our ﬁndings strongly indicate that our correction
for non-parametric estimators (Eq. (3)) produce less biased results
and should be used to estimate the richness in ecological studies
that are trying to remove the effects of undersampling. An alternative option is to parametrically extrapolate the number of species
to a given area or number of individuals (Melo et al., 2007; Reichert
et al., 2010). However, if such information (the total community
area, or the ﬁnal number of individuals expected to be sampled)
is not available, a non-parametric estimation using the correction
present in Eq. (3) is the best option.
We also demonstrated that the intensity of sampling (the number of individuals sampled divided by the number of species) and
the proportion of singletons (the number of species represented by
one individual divided by the total number of species) can be used
to indirectly access the accuracy of richness estimates. Since these
two parameters can be easily determined at each stage of a real
sampling program they can provide useful guidelines for planning
and evaluating biodiversity surveys. In our multi-taxa database, for
example, 74% of the inventories are below the average intensity
threshold necessary to estimate at least 95% of the total richness
using Chao1, and 50% did not reach the same kind of threshold for
Chao1P. These numbers give support to Coddington et al.’s (2009)
arguments that we need greater investment in biodiversity inventories in order to get a realistic picture of the true richness of highly
diverse ecosystems.
5. Conclusions
• Our results indicate that ecological surveys that present more
than 8% of singletons, or less than 100 individuals/species of
sampling intensity, probably are suffering from some degree of
undersampling and could be improved either by an increase of
sampling effort or by using richness estimators.
• Our simulations and database analysis led us to recommend the
threshold of 20 individuals/species, or less than 21% of singletons, as a minimum sampling effort to produce reliable richness
estimates (at least 95% of richness estimated) using corrected
non-parametric estimators.
• The threshold rise for 50 individuals/species, or less than 14% of
singletons, if non-corrected estimators are used, which implies in
an economy of 60% of sampling effort due to the correction factor.
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